
 The Three Bears and their 
house cut-outs

 The ‘Goldilocks and the 
Three Bears’ storybook 
from SG (or another version 
of the book of your own)

 A favourite teddy bear or 
doll

 4 toy animal figures, each 
one a bit smaller than the 
next

10–15 minutes

COMING HOME

Tell the story of ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’, or if your child knows it really well and/or has read it recently 
then you could just refer to it. Stop reading at the point just before the bears get home. Put out the house cut-out 
and tell your child that this is the bears’ home. Using the guide in the picture top right, say this and put the bears 
out accordingly: 

The first one to come home is Daddy Bear. Put him next to the house, facing it.
Behind him is Mummy Bear. Put her on the board as you say this, emphasising the word ‘behind’. 
Behind her is Baby Bear. Put him on the board as you say this, again emphasising the word ‘behind’.

Remove the house and the bears, and tell your child that you think their teddy/doll is a bit confused. Ask: Can you 
show them how the bears came home again and explain it as you do it? Can you show the bears arriving home 
one behind the other? Support them as necessary in putting the house out and the bears in the correct order, 
facing the right way and with using the word ‘behind’. 

Then ask these questions to review what they have done: Have you shown all the bears coming home? Who is 
behind Daddy Bear? Who is behind Mummy Bear? Who is Mummy Bear following? Who is Baby Bear following? Is 
everything correct?

When it’s all in order, confirm for your child: Yes, Mummy Bear is behind Daddy Bear and Baby Bear behind
Mummy Bear. Well done – now I’m sure your teddy/doll understands the order in which the bears came home!

Finally, repeat the process with the bears arriving from the other side of the house (see image bottom left). Move 
the bears to other side, and ask your child to put them in place as you describe the order using the word ‘behind’ 
as before. Support them in flipping the bears over if necessary.

Your child can correctly place the bears and can explain that first comes Daddy Bear, behind him 
comes Mummy Bear, and behind her comes Baby Bear.
Your child understands how to use the preposition ‘behind’.

To develop spatial awareness
To demonstrate correct use of the preposition ‘behind’ and provide 
opportunities for practice
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Take the four animal figures and tell your child that they have been playing in the forest, and now they want to 
visit the Three Bears in their home. Replace the letters here with the names of your animal figures and say: A goes 
first, behind A goes B, behind B goes C and behind C goes D. Ask your child to help the animals go home in the 
right order. Then ask them to help the animals go out to play again, in the correct order (A first, B behind A,  C 
behind B and so on). Encourage your child to use the word behind by emphasising the word yourself, and 
praising your child for using it. You can increase the number of animals to extend the activity further.
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For each character, cut out around the larger rectangle only, fold down the center line and then glue the two inside parts together, so that you have a figure 
that can be placed both ways around. 
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Cut out around the house.
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